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These considerations were of immediate concern, in I DM, to every
European country, outside the Reich, which contained any High-
German-speaking minorities; and the list of such countries was a
long one. In addition to the Saargebfrt and to Austria (whose
population was wholly High-German-spoaking with thu exception of
a tiny Slovene minority in Carinthia), the list- included Switzerland
(in respect of the largest of the four different linguistic elements in
her body politic), Italy (in respect of the South Tyrol), France (iu
respect of Alsace),1 Belgium (in respect of Kupen and Malmddy),
Denmark (in respect of a tiny residual minority of High-(Jerman-
speaking residents in Northern Slesvik), and the U.S.S.R. (in respect
of the scattered German settlements in the Ukraine und on the Lower
Volga), as well as the East-European successor-state's Poland,
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Rumania and Jugo-
slavia. The sheer length of this list gives the measure of the, dangers
with which, on the face of it, the peace of Europe was beset after
the victory of National Socialism, inside the existing frontiers of
the Reich, in 1933; for it sums up the extent, both of the
anxieties of Germany's post-war neighbours and of the grievances of
post-war Germany herself. This list, in fact, is eloquent of the
extreme reversal in the relations between the nationalities of Con-
tinental Europe which the Peace Settlement had brought about.
On the pre-war political map of Europe, the long-established political
dominance of the German nationality in a greater (Jenminy, and a
far greater Austria, than the Germany and the Austria, of 1033, had
made the Germans the hereditary ruling element in every .region of
understand when it is remembered that tlie Natioual-tiocialiKt Party wan mainly
recruited from the lower middle class, since, ia iill countries at uhh time, the
range of vision of this class was notoriously narrow. For (Henna ny'n neighbours,
this concentration of Nazi militancy upon the German home* front was re-
assuring as far as it went. But unfortunately this consideration had to be
qualified by another of at least equal weight. Tho myopic Khort-Kitfhtodww of
the Nazi masses, which made it difficult for them to focus their militant
feelings upon a distant object of hostility, had alHo the eil'e,ct of making thorn
peculiarly amenable to the suggestions of their leaden*; arid it' these leadern
chose at any time to direct the fury of the masHes upon some foreign weape-
goat, it was to be feared that the masses would docilely ace-opt the loud.
1 It should be noted, however, that Herr Hitler implicitly renounced any
claim to the Eigh-German-speaking parts of the former JLteiehHlaud when, he
declared publicly, in his speech of the 14th October, 1933, that, as between
Germany and France, * while claiming boldly those rights which the Treaties
themselves have given us, I will say as boldly that there are for Germany no
grounds for territorial conflict. When the Saar territory han been restored to
Germany only a madman would consider the powwibility of war between the
two states, for which, from our point of view, there ia no rational or moral
ground.1

